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Chapter 1

amigaguide

1.1 Games

+3361 SANTA AND RUDOLPH DO CHRISTMAS UNPACK DISK
------------------------------------
You must guide Santa, or Rudolph, as they travel around the world. Armed
only with a large gun, you must avoid the hazards sent by the Sandman
whilst collecting the presents and delivering them to the windows on every
screen. Once the target number of presents is delivered you will move onto
the next screen. After three screens the location will change.

+3367 ZYRAD 2 UNPACK DISK
-------------
A strange puzzle game. The object being, to clear the maze of the pods and
get to the exit without going back on yourself and without crashing into
the walls.

+3370 EVILS DOOM (PREVIEW) UNPACK DISK
--------------------------
A stunning preview of a new game. Dont know whether the full version is
shareware or commercial. Anyway, this is a dungeon master clone in Hi-Res.
The graphics are stunning and the music is one of the best, most
atmospheric tunes i have ever heard in ANY game in the last 9 years. Im not
sure how limited the game is but you MUST buy it. Thats an order from
Sergeant Socks.

+3373 ROBS HOT GAMES #9 UNPACK DISK
-----------------------
Only two games this time ladies and gentleman. Deluxe Galaga V2.3 and
Dynamite Warriors V2.0.

+3376 WORDPLAY UNPACK DISK
--------------
Wordplay is a selection of similar but individual word games all relying on
your ability with words. It is a superb package for all you old dodderers
out there who like doing puzzles and stuff.

** SHAREWARE **

+3377 SPELLTRIS UNPACK DISK
---------------
Spelltris is a Tetris style game where the object of the game is to make
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words out of the letters which fall from the top of the screen. Score
more points by making bigger and more complicated words.

** SHAREWARE **

+3392 FLAMING ENGINES UNPACK DISK
---------------------
A SUPERB Super Sprint clone. The best arcade game EVER is yet again
converted to the Amiga. Its fast, the gfx and sound are good and its
soooooooo playable. Drive your car around the track, win the races, collect
the points and the credits, buy the add ons and go again. EXCELLENT SUPERB
BRILLIANT FANTASTIC.

+3393 INDYCAR CHALLENGE UNPACK DISK
-----------------------
Indycar Challenge is made up of two parts. A managerial section where the
player must manage their finances effectively, upgrading their cars
capabilities as and when they see fit, and the racing game. All aspects of
racing are taken into account. I.E. Engines, Aerodynamics, Tyres, Chassis,
Pit Crew etc etc. An excellent game.

** SHAREWARE **

+3398 JUDGEMENT DAY UNPACK DISK
-------------------
Judgement Day is a similar game to Demolition Mission. The exception that
this game works on all Amigas. The object is simple. Fly your plane across
the screen whilst destroying the different sized skyscrapers below. After
every pass, the plane gets lower and lower. If you havent bobmbed all the
buildings by then, youve had it.

+3403 RADIATION UNPACK DISK
---------------
The BEST 3D Construction Kit game EVER.

+3423 MANGLED FENDERS & MEGABALL BOARDS UNPACK DISK
---------------------------------------
Mangled Fenders is a stock car type bash em and smash em game. There are 6
different vehicles to choose from and 6 different backgoround screens.
There are also 7 power ups and 6 Multilevel upgrades. A superb game. Also
on this disk are 50 boards for the REGISTERED version of Megaball V2.0 and
50 boards for the REGISTERED version of Megaball V3.0.

+3445(ABC) DEAD OF NIGHT UNPACK A B C
------------------------
DOD is a SUPERB 3 disk multi-language graphic adventure. The graphics are
EXCELLENT. The game is based around the old-style Pick Up, Drop, Examine,
Open and Close type genre. The english is a bit dodgy in places but this is
one helluva game for all fans out there.

** SHAREWARE **

+3446(AB) MISSILES OVER XERION UNPACK A B
------------------------------
One of THE BEST PD GAMES OF ALL TIME. Im not joking either. This is
fantastic. Basically, it is Missile Command, BUT, the graphics are
stunning, the sound is stunning, the presentation is stunning, there are
billions of different power-ups, (well a few anyway) AND it works on all
machines too with enhanced bits for machines with 1MB chip RAM. Astounding,
amazing. If you are a nostalgia freak, or just like shoot-em ups, THEN YOU
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MUST BUY THIS GAME TODAY. It could easily sell as a full price game and
everybody would go potty over it. Also if you load it through Workbench you
get an old basic ploppy version of MC too.

+3455 DELUXE GALAGA V2.4 UNPACK DISK
------------------------
The latest version of this ever popular shooting game. New features include
75 levels, now use a joypad, money, money bonuses and progress indicator
added to the meteor storm plus a few other bits as well.

+3459 XENEX UNPACK DISK
-----------
Xenex is an up-to date variation on the old classic, Asteroids, different
and more souped up weapons, large sprites and much much more, plus the
fact that its extremely bloody fast. Written by Mark Sheeky, the guy who
did Overlander and Global Thermonuclear Warfare.

** SHAREWARE **

+3462 OBSTICKLE UNPACK DISK
---------------
A superb christmas platform game. The graphics and sound are excellent.
The sprites are well drawn and the gameplay is superb. Get this one today.

** SHAREWARE **

+3465 THE ULTIMATE QUIZ #2 UNPACK DISK
--------------------------
An excellent quiz game for all you boffins out there. This version is
limited 50 questions but if you register for the paltry some of 10 quid
then you get the full version with data disks etc etc.

** SHAREWARE **

+3481 ROBS HOT GAMES #10 UNPACK DISK
------------------------
3DTicTacToe V1.9, Defektris, MineClone V1.2a, Poing V2.1, StonesAGA, TTTwb,
Yahzee V2.0.

+3484 OKLIBS REVENGE UNPACK DISK
--------------------
A text only adventure game.

+3486 MANGA HOT NUMBERS UNPACK DISK
-----------------------
MHN is a simple puzzle game which can be played against a human
opponent or the computer. The aim is to progressively discover a
picture that lurks behind a matrix build up by numbers ranging from
-11 to 11; the matrix can be either 8*10 or 16*20.

+3487 POWER BATTLE UNPACK DISK
------------------
This is a SUPERB 2 player shootemup. Another cross between Thrust and a
variety of spacey games. A variety of weapons are at your disposal. The
graphics and sound are top notch. Well worth a couple of quid of anybodys
money.

**SHAREWARE**

+3497(AB) JSB UNPACK A B
-------------
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Remember Jet Set Willy and all those other lovely 8-bit platform games?
Well, here is another one. Actually, the package includes two programs.
With the JSB Editor you create the playfield and save it on the disk.
With the JSB Game you can load in the room data and play it. The Editor
and Game programs are complitely independent of each other.

+3518 ZAXXON UNPACK DISK
------------
From the people who wrote Donkey Kong, Popeye and various other C64
conversions comes a PERFECT conversion of this classic arcade shoot em up.
Any old gits amongst you will know the game perfectly. If you’ve never
heard of it, then get it. It is an excellent shootem up and you will be
impressed.

+3525 ROBS HOT GAMES #11 UNPACK DISK
------------------------
AtomsAGA, Knights V2.42, Poing V2.2, Yahzee V2.2, LazyMines V2.1, and a
trainer for the original version of Frontier.

+3539 GAMES DISK UNPACK DISK
----------------
Two games on here. Top Hat Willy V1.2 and Crazy Challenge (a decathlon
clone).

+3543 INTERNAL COMBUSTION UNPACK DISK
-------------------------
Internal Combustion is an overhead view racing game. The aim is to race
around each of 12 tracks as fast as possible, and to ultimately win the
Internal Combustion League. Various power-ups can be collected to aid or to
hinder your progress. The game can be played by upto 3 players.

+3544 TURBO JAM UNPACK DISK
---------------
A superb overhead buggy style driving game, the object being to collect the
flags dotted around the course without hitting your opponents or any of the
obstacles. This is a SHAREWARE version and only allows you to play the
first level.

+3549 SUICIDE MACHINE UNPACK DISK
---------------------
YOU (the most fearfull bunny called FLUFFY) are out to destroy it all!It
doesn’t matter to you, if you shoot sweet mouses (Mr.Pink) or flying cats
(Furball)!You’ve got several weapons for reaching your biggest mission.
Once in a while your efforts are rewarded by dropped ammo.If you shoot these
icons, you’re rewarded the ammo.It’s important to shoot these as you run out
of ammo quickly.The better ammo will come with bigger intervals whereas the
minor ammo comes more often.

** OPERATION WOLF WITH FLUFFY ANIMALS.........NUFF SAID **

+3558(AB) MADHOUSE - INDIAN SPIRIT UNPACK A B
----------------------------------
An arcade adventure game based on the efforts of LucasArts, e.g Day of the
Tentacle & Sam and Max. You play the role of a young janitor in a mental
institution, and enter a world of lunacy. the gfx and sound are superb, you
can move around the enter madhouse and talk to people, pick up and drop
stuff etc etc. Excellent.
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+3567 POKERMANIA UNPACK DISK
----------------
Whilst fruit machines are infinite, Poker Mania does have a
distinctive goal. Starting off with one pound, your first aim is to
attain ONE HUNDRED quid or more by playing Poker and its many sub
games. If you succeed, you will then be transported to the second
part; Pontoon, and use your winnings against the computer in the hope
of accumulating another HUNDRED pounds. Only then will you have
defeated Poker Mania and declare yourself rich beyond your wildest
dreams...!

+3568 LETHAL FORMULA UNPACK DISK
--------------------
An adventure game that is a quite good really. Similar to Monkey Island etc
etc with a point and click style interface. The puzzles are quit
entertaining and should keep you going for a while.

+3587 BOING V3.0 UNPACK DISK
----------------
Remember Thing on a Spring on the Spectrum. Well this is very similar.
Bounce around the screen by gaining momentum on the springs which are
dotted around the screen. Clear the level of goodies whilst avoiding the
nasty spikes and move onto the next.

+3591 COINMANIA UNPACK DISK
---------------
The AIM of the game, is to collect all of the coins, avoiding the hazards
that block your path, whilst you race against the clock. When you move off
the tile you are presently on, it will crack and disappear, so that you will
not be able to go back on yourself. Souns complicated but this is a very
addictive puzzle game.

** SHAREWARE **

+3593 LEAGUE SOCCER CARDS V1.1 UNPACK DISK
------------------------------
The very latest version of this most popular football card game. Match a
pair to score goals, get penaltys etc etc. You know the score, (no pun
intended).

+3595 CLASSIC PUCMAN UNPACK DISK
--------------------
Classic Pucman is an ARCADE PERFECT conversion of the very first pacman
game ever which was written by Namco. You just cannot tell the difference
between this and the cabinet version. If you have been crying out for it,
then here it is and by god its a classic. Also if you can remember the
original being released, then you must be a very old git.

+3596 DELUXE GALAGA V2.51 UNPACK DISK
-------------------------
Deluxe Galaga is based on the game StarBattle on the old VIC20. That was
one excellent game, that I had a lot of fun with. It’s also some features
from the games Galaga and Galaxions. Version 2.5 contains even more new
features including full multitasking, ship armour, new music and various
other tweaks and fiddles just to make it that bit better. This is the most
played game EVER in our office. BUY IT TODAY or we’ll come round and bite
yer legs off. THE best PD shootemup EVER.
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+3608 AMIGA DEMON V1.01 UNPACK DISK
-----------------------
This popular, single player, card patience game is better known in
America as Canfield. The game is played with a single, standard pack of
fifty two playing cards. Thirteen cards are dealt to form a reserve,
known as The Demon with only the top card being visible. The next card is
dealt face up, to the right of The Demon, to start the first of four
foundations. During the game, as each other card of the same rank as this
becomes available, it is placed in line with the first to begin the remaining
foundations. Four cards are now dealt face up in a non-over-lapping row to
the right of The Demon and below the foundations to form the tableau.
The game then commences.

+3609 INFECTION UNPACK DISK
---------------
Infection is a board game similar to OTHELLO but in the same instance
totally different to OTHELLO. It is a game for 2-4 players. Any of which can
be HUMAN or one of 2 computer levels ( CPU1 & CPU2 ). The objective of the
game is to eliminate all opponents, or in the event of the board filling up,
have the greatest number of cells (pieces) left. Each player is given 1 cell
which starts in their relevant corner. It is from this single cell that the
player must infect the board and all opponents.

+3610 JUMPEM UNPACK DISK
------------
Jumpem is a puzzle game where the object is to bounce around on the tiles.
When you have hit a tile, it disappears. You cannot go back on yourself,
and the goal is to make all the tiles disappear and reach the exit.

+3611(AB) CYBERGAMES UNPACK A B
--------------------
This is a superb beatemup along a similar vein to Barbarian and Mortal
Kombat. Although there arent as many moves, there are still some gory
effects including the ability to chop your opponents head off etc, etc.
Also you can buy special weapons including throwing stars, laser beams and
various other goodies. Well worth a look.

+3619 PENGO UNPACK DISK
-----------
Pengo is a maze-game. The maze is made up of blocks of ice, which you can
push or melt. Blocks are melted by pushing a block that has another block
directly in front of it. If that sounds confusing (and it probably does),
play the game, and you’ll understand what I meant. Everybody must have
heard of Pengo at one time or another. It was one of the early arcade
classics and still is today.

+3625 ROBS HOT GAMES #12 UNPACK DISK
------------------------
Asokoban V2.1, MasterBlaster V1.1(Excellent!!), Thinkamania V2.97,
RockSlide V1.3.

+3636 M.A.S.H. UNPACK DISK
--------------
M*A*S*H is an insanely violent war game for 1 or 2 players where two teams
of genetically altered Spuds try to cross the level (a bit like Lemmings)
and blast each other to tiny little bits (a bit like Scorched Tanks.)
The objective of the game is to cross the level and hit your enemy’s base a
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set number of times .

+3643 DOCTOR STRANGE 2 UNPACK DISK
----------------------
Control Doctor Strange as he leaps and bounds around a platform arena of
monsters and objects. Contact with any monsters or hazards, such as spikes,
will result in the death of Doctor Strange, so these must be avoided at all
costs. Each section of the game consists of five levels, the objective of
each level being to find the exit and leave by it. On some levels the exit
will be obvious but on others it will be less obvious. Upon reaching the end
of a section you will be rewarded for your efforts with bonuses based on what
you collected and how many lives Doctor Strange has left. The first Dr
Strange was a huge success and this is far better then the first one.

+3653(AB)HYPERACE UNPACK A B
-----------------
HypeRace is an overhead racing game. It features 32 color graphics.
Each of the cars feature about 160 frames of animation. If you are
running the game on a machine with one megabyte of memory then Hyperace
allows three cars on screen. If it is running on machines with two
megabytes of memory or more, Hyperace allows four cars on screen at once.
Any of the cars can be human controlled. It was written using AMOS.

+3662 ROBS HOT GAMES #13 UNPACK DISK
------------------------
Bulder OCS & AGA, Ooze.

+3665(AB) CLASS E: LUNAR MODULE UNPACK A B
-------------------------------
Land the lunar Module on various points on the planet, pick up fuel and
take off again. Nice

+3671 DOMINOES UNPACK DISK
--------------
You play dominoes against a computer opponent. The rules are standard
dominoes ones: you must place a domino next to that of your opponent. You
may only place a domino if one of the numbers on your domino matches the
number at the end of the line of already placed dominoes.

+3673 ROBS HOT GAMES #14 UNPACK DISK
------------------------
The hot games are back. Must be the sun or something. On here is China
Tiles, Draughts and Sensible Massacre 2.

+3681 GLASSBACK 2 UNPACK DISK
-----------------
A good platform game with reasonable gfx and sfx.

+3692 LAST LAP V1.0 UNPACK DISK
-------------------
Last lap is as you might have guessed is a car racing game. The game lets the
users to race a season race or a free run game in one player or 2 player mode.
This game really begins to shine when you play it in 2 player, so get your pal.

Features that are in this version of last lap are;

O 4 Cars at once
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O Scrolling
O 2 Player Split screen
O Scale time / Scale timed laps
O 50 hz Update
O Stonking smart gameplay
O Season races
O Computer intelligence
O A@$e kicking sonix

+3693 RED DWARF QUIZ V2 UNPACK DISK
-----------------------
This will test whether you a true Red Dwarf nut or not. Tons and tons of
questions about the hit series.

+3702 SCORCHED TANKS V1.85 UNPACK DISK
--------------------------
Scorched Tanks is a tank warfare game where 1 to 4 human players or
computer controlled opponents, take turns at buying fancy weapons
and shooting them at each other. The more damage a player causes
another, the more money they get. The more money a player receives, the
larger the weapons they can buy. This is a very simple concept, but
extremely addictive! This version includes the following NEW features.

- 16 and 64 color graphics modes.
- 10 new weapons
- New music by ’Sidewinder’
- Enhanced graphics:
- Scrolling rainbow effect for added sense of depth.
- Trails that follow missiles.
- More graphics for a commercial quality feel.

+3703 SPRINGTIME UNPACK DISK
----------------
Each scheme of this puzzle game consists of tiles, grouped into horizontal
and vertical square faces. Your character can walk freely over the tiles
on the floor, and pass through the openings in the vertical faces. On the
contrary, when a vertical tile bars your way, any attempt to move in that
direction results in a rotation of 4 faces, which ends with your man
standing on the tile he was previously leaning on.
To complete a scheme, you must involve the spring in the right sequence
of rotations until it gets to the tile with the flashing X.
Sounds complicated. It isnt. What it is though, is the most BRILLIANT
COMPLETELY INFURIATING PUZZLE GAME EVER.

+3706 JETSET WILLY 3 UNPACK DISK
--------------------
An amiga conversion of probably the most played platform game in existence.
All the rooms are in the right places. The sound is a bit crap, but who
cares, this is the business. Put your nostalgia hats on now.

+3713 MICROMARKET V3 UNPACK DISK
--------------------
The object of this game is to get very rich indeed. Buying and selling shares
in the 14 companies listed will enable you to amass a great fortune or a
credit blacklisting depending on how good, bad or lucky you are, although the
spawney git with no idea of any strategy will not get very far, we promise
you!
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+3718 PSYCHEUAL UNPACK DISK
---------------
Yet another Alien Breed clone. This one is quite good and reasonably close
to the original.

+3731 KING HIGH UNPACK DISK
---------------
KingHigh as the name suggests is a card game where the player has to guess
whether each card following the first shown is higher or lower than the last
and the king is always high. There are a number of levels with each type of
game divided by a Pontoon type of game where the player has to win 14 times
and reach 100000 points.

+3735 ENDURANCE UNPACK DISK
---------------
Quite nice 3D Contruction Kit game.

+3740 SPACED OUT UNPACK DISK
----------------
2 excellent platform games which will keep the kids quiet for ages and
ages. Ace the Space Case and Sound the Space Cadet.

+3760 ROBS HOT GAMES #15 UNPACK DISK
------------------------
AirTaxi, Slider V1.07.

+3773 LEGIONS OF DAWN DEMO UNPACK DISK
--------------------------
Legions Of Dawn is a mega-atmospheric single-player 3D roleplaying
game viewed from first person perspective - in other words as though
you are ’inside’ the game world and viewing it through your own eyes.
The various futuristic constructions that you must attack and defeat
are represented by complex maze-like networks, composed of corridors,
rooms, doors, computer terminals... a whole array of exciting and
fully interactive elements.
(2 MB RAM REQ) (FULL VERSION AVAILABLE FROM US AT 4.99)

+3782 ACT OF WAR MISSIONS #3 UNPACK DISK
----------------------------
Another 3 missions for the REGISTERED version of Act of War.

+3786 EGG SCRAMBLE UNPACK DISK
------------------
The BARMIEST most stupid game i have ever seen. It is also one of the BEST
games i have ever seen. Two chickens running round at supersonic speed
trying to pick up eggs and take them back to your nest. All this going on
with a hardcore ravey track in the background.

** FANTASTIC GAME **

+3788 DELUXE PACMAN V1.6 ECS UNPACK DISK
----------------------------
Our yellow hero Pacman must eat all of the pills in the maze to get to the
next maze. But danger lurks in the maze. Four evil ghosts are looking for
Pacman, and they want to stop Pacman from getting to the next maze. In the
maze there are some power pills that Pacman can eat, and he can then kill the
ghosts for a limited time. There are also some fruits that popup from time to
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time, and Pacman can eat these for extra bonus points. And sometimes some
special tools will appear which, when eaten, may affect Pacman or the pills
or even the ghosts. Some will speed up Pacman, some will give random points
and some will lead to extra levels.

+3791 GEMZ UNPACK DISK
----------
This is another one of those annoyingly addictive puzzle games loved by
everyone who buys PD stuff (well,most people anyway !!!). Two grids
containing GemZ will be displayed.The grid on the right has been altered
by the computer and the object is to make the grid on the left identical
to that on the right.This is done by pressing the left mouse button on
individual GemZ.This in turn will make the GemZ Change colour. In the
middle of the screen between the two grids is the order in which the GemZ
change colour.How each Gem changes colour will depend on which game level
you are playing.In the easiest level,the Gem which is clicked on changes
to the one which is two places lower down.The adjacent GemZ will change
one place lower.If the bottom of the list is reached,then the Gem will
disintegrate,and all GemZ above it will fall down to fill the gaps
(like Tetris).

+3800 CODENAME NANO UNPACK DISK
-------------------
A superb thrust clone. Very colourful. Nice graphics and sound. Shoot the
nastys and pick up various things.

+3803 DUCK DODGERS UNPACK DISK
------------------
A good platform game. The object being if it moves, kill it. A brilliant
one for the kids.

+3816 DEVILS ABODE 3D UNPACK DISK
---------------------
An average 3D Construction Kit game set in the hallowed halls of hell and
beyond. Well a cemetary actually.

+3822 EXCELLENT CARD GAMES 3 UNPACK DISK
----------------------------
5 superb card games on this disk. Poker, Czarina, Colours, Scottish and
Napoleon.

+3824 RED DWARF QUIZ UPDATE #2 UNPACK DISK
------------------------------
This disk will update you Red Dwarf Trivia Quiz with loads of new questions
and various other bits and bobs. The RDTQ is on disk 3693 in our
library and is required for this patch to work.

+3836(AB)BLACK DAWN 5: A NEW BEGINNING UNPACK A B
--------------------------------------
This is the fifth game in the Black Dawn series and what a corker it is
too. Again, the game is played with first person perspective ala Dungeon
Master, and the game is very Dungeon Masteresque. Black Dawn 5 attempts to
bridge the gap between Black Dawn 2 and Legions of Dawn. There are six
missions in this demo version.

+3838 GALLEONS UNPACK DISK
--------------
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Galleons is a two player game in the same vain as Tanx and Bip. The sole aim
of this game is to blow the other player out of the water. This is done
through skilful use of your galleon. The winner is the boat that is still
a float in the water. Galleons features:-

- Water waves.
- Destroy the land with your balls (cannon balls that is).
- 50Mhz Update.
- Two player all time classic game ?.
- Never the same game twice.

+3842 MORTAL KUMQUAT 3 UNPACK DISK
----------------------
A brilliant 2 player only beat-em up with fruit. Thats right folks you did
read correctly. Mr Lime taking on Mr Orange, (sounds like Reservoir Dogs)
in a battle to the death. Lovely graphics and some silly sound fx make this
an alround top notch PD game.

+3850 MASTERBLASTER V2.0 UNPACK DISK
------------------------
This game is based on the idea of Dynablaster. You can play with up to 5
oponents at the same time. The main goal is to survive and kill all the
other enemys. You can do this by placing bombs on the ground. They will
destroy the brick walls around you and may even release some extras to
collect.

+3858 TRAP ’EM UNPACK DISK
--------------
A simple but addictive platform romp. Negotiate the 3 towers by destroying
all the monsters on each level. Lay traps so that the various creatures get
caught, then blast them to bits to finsh them off. The 3 towers each
contain 10 levels and every 5 levels are split with a ‘gravity-ridden’
jetpack course. There are many types of monsters and as you progress it
becomes more difficult to destroy them. Some can avoid your traps, shoot at
you, lay their own traps and even zoom around.

+3860 ANTZ UNPACK DISK
----------
You are the Antmaster. Your mission is to give doom or deliverance to
hundreds of tiny dot like creatures called the ants. You have to eat away
the bad guys, pixel by pixel. Do this by charging ants towards them in a
kamikazi attack. No ant survives an attack with an enemy. Their destiny is
death.

+3863 DARK ANGEL UNPACK DISK
----------------
Dark Angel is a Flashback style adventure game. Your play the role of a
secret assassin who must destroy the malfunctioning biomechanoid humans who
were placed on earth to uphold law and order. Your only weapon is a poxy
gun. Can you complete your mission.
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